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Language documentation
• “concerned with the methods, tools, and theoretical 

underpinnings for compiling a representative and lasting
multipurpose record of a natural language or one of its 
varieties” (Himmelmann 1998)

• Features:
• Focus on primary data

• Accountability

• Long-term storage and preservation of primary data

• Interdisciplinary teams

• Cooperation with and direct involvement of the speech community

• Narrow view: outcome is annotated and translated 
corpus of archived representative materials on a 
language, cf. DoBeS, ELAR

• Broader view: transparent records of a language or variety 
(Woodbury 2011, 2003)



Language revitalisation

• efforts to increase language vitality by taking action to:

• increase the domains of use of a language and/or

• Increase the number of speakers (often in the context of reversing 
language shift)

• older than language documentation (serious work began in 
1970s and 1980s among Maori, Native American groups 
and others)

• Speech/language community members are often
more interested in revitalisation than
documentation

• Often assumed revitalisation = formal language learning 
(school lessons, immersion)



Examples

• Hinton and Hale 2001 ‘The green book of 

language revitalisation’

• Hinton 2002 ‘How to keep your language 

alive’

• Hinton 2013 ‘Bringing our languages home: 

revitalisation for families’

• Huss, Hinton & Roche 2018 ‘Routledge 

handbook of language revitalization’

• Olko & Sallabank 2018 ‘Guidebook for 

language revitalization’ (in preparation)



Language reclamation

• efforts to recover language and/or cultural knowledge by 
accessing legacy materials in contexts where there are no 
fluent speakers

• often reclamation serves iconic purposes, eg. ‘Welcome to 
Country’, expression of group membership or identity, 
rather than broader communicative goals

• sometimes couched in terms of wellness, health, recovery 
from physical and psychological harm

• some argue for pidginization in reclamation, eg. Walsh & 
Zuckerman ‘Stop, revive, survive’



Examples

• Amery, Rob 2000 Warrabarna Kaurna: Reclaiming 

Aboriginal Languages from Written Historical Sources: A 

Kaurna Case Study. PhD Thesis, Linguistics, University 

of Adelaide. 

• Giacon, John & Kevin Lowe. 2018. Key factors in the 

renewal of Aboriginal languages in New South Wales. In 

Peter K. Austin, Harold Koch & Jane Simpson (eds.) 

Language, Land and Song, 00-00. Darwin: Batcheor

Institute Press.



Typology of speakers

▪ Fluent speakers – grew up speaking L, extensive 

vocabulary and constructions, range of genres

▪ Former speakers – grew up speaking L1 but ceased 

speaking it in childhood or early adulthood and now 

dominant in L2

▪ Semi-speakers – grew up dominant in L1, hearing L2 

regularly used and with passive (understanding) 

competence but limited active competence in L2, lexicon 

and grammar may be affected

▪ Rememberers – heard language spoken by parents or 

grandparents, remember words and fixed expressions

▪ See also Grinevald & Bert 2011



Documentation and description

◼ language documentation: systematic recording, 

transcription, translation and analysis of the broadest 

possible variety of spoken (and written) language 

samples collected within their appropriate social and 

cultural context

◼ language description: grammar, dictionary, text 

collection, typically written for linguists

• Ref: Himmelmann 1998, 2006, Woodbury 2003, 2011



Documentation and description

▪ documentation projects must rely on application of theoretical and 

descriptive linguistic techniques, to ensure that they are usable 

(i.e. have accessible entry points via transcription, translation and 

annotation) as well as to ensure that they are comprehensive

▪ only through linguistic analysis can we  discover that some crucial 

speech genre, lexical form, grammatical paradigm or sentence 

construction is missing or under-represented in the documentary 

record

▪ without good analysis, recorded audio and video materials do not 

serve as data for any community of potential users. Similarly, 

linguistic description without documentary support risks being 

sterile, opaque and untestable (not to mention non-preservable for 

future generations and useless for language support)



As a consequence

▪ Documentation needs an epistemology for media capture – audio 

and video recording (see Nathan)

▪ Need to pay attention for good practices in recording – eg. 

microphone choice and spatiality in audio, framing-lighting-editing for 

video (“recording arts”)

▪ Concern for socio-cultural context (“ethnography of speaking”)

▪ Concern for data structuring and data management – eg. ‘portability’, 

relational modeling, XML

▪ Concern for ‘standards’ and cross-project comparability, especially 

typology and data mining

▪ Concern for ethics of research – documentation collects language 

use in “intimate” personal contexts, impacts on potential users and 

uses of documented speech events

▪ Changing models of research and relationships with people



Models of language revitalisation and 

reclamation

▪ Master-Apprentice

▪ Language nest

▪ Immersion schooling

▪ Bilingual schooling

▪ Language as a subject – not content learning

▪ Language awareness – culture programmes, 

language camps, vocabulary learning



Issues in language revitalisation

▪ Revitalisation is bound up with politics, attitudes and 

ideologies 

▪ of speakers, activists, linguists, NGOs, wider community …

▪ often poorly understood 

▪ ‘New uses’ and ‘new speakers’ may be contested or 

ideological

▪ It has not attracted the same level of funding or 

recognition as documentation  

▪ excluded from many grants  - seen as ‘unscientific’ praxis

▪ often seen as a waste of time by mainstream linguists (‘linguistic 

social work’ – Newman 2003)

▪ also fails to engage applied linguists (Cope 2012)



Issues in language revitalisation

▪ Under-theorised 

▪ Aims are often not articulated (no ‘prior ideological 

clarification’)

▪ Activities and outcomes are not evaluated

▪ Poorly meta-documented – lack of good 

ethnographies of language revitalisation



Revitalisation and documentation – not 

a simple relationship

▪ ‘Revitalisation’ has been seen by some documentary linguists 

as a simple technical add-on

▪ = orthography, dictionaries, videos, primers, multimedia

▪ But documentary methods and outputs are not always useful 

for revitalisation

▪ “Work on language documentation to this point has tended to 

focus on what sorts of records are required to facilitate the 

creation of grammars, dictionaries, and texts, rather than, for 

instance, considering what kinds of records are required to 

adequately document patterns of variation in a community or 

to provide sufficient context to inform community efforts at 

language standardization.” (Childs, Good & Mitchell  2014)



Documentation and revitalisation

◼ most language documentation outputs are unsuitable for 

revitalisation:

• inappropriate genres or topics

• primarily speech of older fluent speakers (reflects linguists’ ideology 

of “saving the language” or “getting the best language”) – may be 

difficult for learners to process

• no learner-directed speech (cf. Slow Italian website)

◼ Observed language practices may not match perceived/stated 

ones

◼ Some speakers/language activists may prefer ‘folk linguistics’ or 

purism to documentary evidence

❑ Documentation which demonstrates low vitality,  attrition, ‘decline’, 

variation and change may be unwelcome



Documentation for revitalisation

• what would language documentation look like if it was done 

with a goal of producing outputs for revitalisation?

• different genres: conversation, not just narratives or rituals 

(Sugita, 2007; Amery, 2009), interactions (greetings, leave 

takings, ‘phatic communication’)

• ‘chunks’ of language, from fixed/formulaic expressions to 

whole discourses (eg. ‘Welcome to Country’)
• Dorian 1980 ‘semi-speaker’ – “a speaker of an endangered 

language who has a partial linguistic competence” but can sometimes 

appear ‘more competent’ because they can interact appropriately

• research suggests proficient language users know a large number of 

formulaic sequences (e.g. Fillmore, Kay, and O’Connor, 1988; Wray, 

2002), with Pawley and Syder (1983) suggesting that speakers know 

several hundred thousand of these sequences



Language reclamation – not a simple 

task

❑ Reclamation relies on working with legacy materials, but 

such work is inherently complex and difficult, often in 

ways that communities and researchers do not fully 

appreciate. They involve formal, analytical, stakeholder 

and ethical matters

❑ Legacy materials have a ‘social life’ (Dobrin & Schwartz) 

that we need to try to understand using anthropological 

and biographical methods, asking questions like:



Language reclamation – problems

❑ Data: where does data come from, as speakers are not 

identified, and their geographical origins, social positions and 

relationships to other contributors are not specified? We are 

also not told whether they learnt the language as children or 

adults, and what other languages they might speak that 

could influence their knowledge of the language in the 

materials

❑ Source: Information about the collector, their background, the 

languages they have some knowledge of, and their 

education history and prior language (and linguistic or 

grammatical) study – sometimes this metadata is available in 

biographies or historical documents but often it is not



Language reclamation – problems

❑ Academic context: knowledge of the research training 

and methodology of the collector, including research 

methods and tools, what books and articles they were 

familiar with, who they studied and communicated with 

about the project (including mentors and colleagues), 

what the goals of the research were and where it fits 

within their own career trajectory, as well as their 

relationships with the language consultants and the 

community 



Language reclamation – problems

❑ Ethical issues: consent, access to knowledge, identifying 

stakeholders and their rights (IP, moral rights, orphaned 

works)

❑ Content: eg. sacred, derogatory or racist statements

❑ Form and analysis: transcriptions, misanalyses or 

misunderstandings of translations and uses

❑ see Austin 2017 for more discussion



From language loss to revitalisation –

via documentation and reclamation?

⚫ Documentation needs to be accessible and useful

for revitalisation and teaching

⚫ e.g. conversation, child-directed language, functions, annotated 

for applied categories

⚫ Documentation and theorisation of revitalisation

needs to be developed

⚫ and made accessible to activists and practitioners

⚫ More genuine collaboration is needed

⚫ including applied linguists and educators



From language loss to revitalisation –

via documentation and reclamation?

⚫ Community and disciplinary ideologies and politics need 

to be explored and taken into account

⚫ Work with legacy materials needs greater care and 

reflexivity than most researchers appreciate, with 

attention to reconstruction of social, political, cultural and 

linguistic context of the materials



Two case studies

⚫ Work with Dieri Aboriginal Corporation based in Port 

Augusta South Australia (2011 to present)

⚫ Exploration of opportunities to work with Mundathurra

Aboriginal Corporation, Inggarrda Council Aboriginal 

Corporation, Bayungu Aboriginal Corporation and 

Thalanyji Aboriginal Corporation in Gascoyne-Ashburton

region of Western Australia (August 2018)



Dieri language project





Eastern Lake Eyre languages







Dieri and missionaries

◼ Lutheran mission established by German missionaries in 

1867

◼ Missionaries learn Diyari language and prepare school 

books and religious materials

◼ Literacy well established by 1880s

◼ Mission attracts Aboriginal people from a wide area, 

offering a haven from incoming white colonists

◼ Mission did well from 1890’s to early 1900s



Bethesda Lutheran Mission, Killalpaninna, 1910



Language use and literacy in Dieri

◼ 1897 New Testament translation 600 pages

◼ 1909 – 1913 postcards in Dieri written by Rebecca Maltilina

to Dorothea (Dora) Ruediger at Bethesda mission (see 

Aboriginal History 1986)

◼ 1940s and 1950s letters by several Dieri speakers to 

Theodor (Ted) Vogelsang, son of lay mission helper 

Hermann Vogelsang about their daily lives, sharing news 

about what was going on among the community 





Mission closed

◼ 1915 – South Australian government orders closure of all 

German-owned properties; Dieri join Aboriginal camps 

on stations to south (Wire Yard, Mulka, Finnis Springs, 

Muloorina, Murnpeowie and Mundowdna) looking for 

work, and also further east, around Broken Hill

◼ Missionaries and their descendants continue to visit Dieri

yearly until 1960s

◼ Vitality of the language severly threatened 



Linguistic research

◼ 1960 Ken Hale – sample text

◼ 1968-70 David Trefry – Dieri phonetics

◼ 1968-72 Luise Hercus – Alec Edwards, Ben Murray 

recordings



My involvement

◼ In 1974 (yes, that’s 44 years ago!) I did the 4th (honours) 

year of my undergraduate studies at ANU in Canberra in 

Linguistics – as part of this I did fieldwork with Luise

Hercus in northern SA on Diyari, which then had about 

12 fluent speakers who had learnt it as a 1st or 2nd

language as children (English was their 3rd or 4th

language)

◼ I wrote my Honours thesis on Diyari and then went on 

1975-1978 to do my PhD on a descriptive grammar of 

Diyari



Outcomes

◼ “A Grammar of Diyari, South Australia” 1981

◼ Several published articles on morphosyntax, and 

historical reconstruction

◼ Several published texts

◼ A study of literacy practices during the missionary period 

(1860 to 1915), Ben Murray biography

◼ Compiled materials for a dictionary (never published)

◼ Archived 50 hours of tape-recordings with AIATSIS

◼ Active research ended in late 1980s



Ethnologue 2013



Definitions from Ethnologue

◼ 9 Dormant – The language serves as a reminder of 

heritage identity for an ethnic community, but no one has 

more than symbolic proficiency.

◼ 10 Extinct – The language is no longer used and no one 

retains a sense of ethnic identity associated with the 

language.



Community developments 1990s-

◼ 1992 Dieri Mitha Council established

◼ 1997 Edwards Landers Group lodges land claim

◼ 2001 formation of Dieri Aboriginal Corporation – 600 

members in Maree, Lyndhurst, Broken Hill, Port 

Augusta, Whyalla

◼ DAC purchases properties, Port Augusta & Broken Hill

◼ Purchase of Maree Station and camp ground – handover 

at dawn 20th September 2008 



Dieri elders 2008



Agreement with Santos 2011

http://www.santos.com/blog/archive/2011/07/31/Dieriagreement.aspx


Native title May 2012 (lodged 1997)



◼ This Consent Determination covers some 47,000 square 

kilometres of land, with part of its south-eastern 

boundary extending into the Strzelecki Regional Reserve 

and part of its western boundary extending into the Lake 

Eyre National Park

◼ Twice size of Wales, and about 1/10th of Sweden

◼ Second Consent Determination 26th February 2014 

added to this land



Dieri Yawarra project 2008-2010

◼ Greg Wilson (then at Department of Education and 

Children’s Services) co-ordinated Dieri Yawarra resulting 

in print resource and CD-ROM. 

◼ Greg worked with Dieri Resources Development Group 

in Port Augusta, most of whom are now involved with the 

current ILS project.

◼ 15 interactive components introducing learners to Dieri

vocabulary and grammar, like Ngakarni palku ‘my body’ 

or Karnaya putu ‘people’s things’.





Ngayana Dieri Yawarra Yathayilha

◼ 2010-2011 development of language lessons for schools 

on model of Arabana programme, Powerpoint shows, 

not published

◼ Recordings of 2,000 sound files, mostly vocabulary and 

simple sentences

◼ Peter Austin meets Port Augusta group, August 2010, 

identifies fluency levels

◼ Application for ILS grant by DAC 2011

◼ Grant awarded July 2012, project began October 2012



Auntie Rene Warren 2010



ILS project

◼ 2013 workshops February Adelaide, March Port Augusta, 

April Adelaide, August Port Augusta

◼ Materials development – songs, bilingual dictionary, 

Willsden Primary school language programme

◼ Blog dieriyawarra.wordpress.com

◼ 72 posts, 18,900 page views (as of 2018-08-17), still 

getting 5-10 views per day

◼ Community engagement process

◼ 1 fluent speaker, 1 or 2 semi-speakers, large number of 

rememberers

http://dieriyawarra.wordpress.com/


Dieri mob February 2013



March 2013 workshop, 4 generations



Dictionary



Semantic fields



Songs

◼ Popular vehicle for revitalisation, most frequent genre in 

language revival programmes – e.g. Greg Wilson 

translation

◼ I collected lots of traditional songs in 1970s and thought 

people would want to learn them, eg. curlew song 

◼ But I was very wrong – no interest in this, but rather in 

songs that were much more significant (and for which I 

had to park my ideology and politics)

http://dieriyawarra.wordpress.com/2013/02/28/kudnarri-wima/


Songs (of significance)



ngapa-ngapa pirna ngariyi
ngarrimatha wakarayi
thalara pirna kurdayi
ngayanarni mithanhi
daku pirna thana
matya ngayana pankiyilha
ngapa pirna ngakayi
parru pirna pakarna

Lots of water is coming down
A flood is coming
Lots of rain is falling
In our country
There are big sandhills
So we are happy now
Lots of water is flowing
And big fish (are coming) too



Music maestro



Another important song

Ngathu traina ngarayi yara wakararnanhi

Ngathu wata dityi nhayirna warayi

Jailanhi nganha kurrarna Folsom Prisonanhi

Ya traina wapayilha San Antonaya.



The Dieri language blog

◼ An experiment in writing 

◼ Multimedia information about the ILS project

◼ Language lessons

◼ Dialogues with sound files and explanations –

see 

http://dieriyawarra.wordpress.com/2013/10/2

0/paya-pirtanhi-ngamayi/

http://dieriyawarra.wordpress.com/2013/10/20/paya-pirtanhi-ngamayi/




Interim summary

◼ 45 years ago Dieri people were living in tin 

shacks on the margins of Marree, Port 

Augusta, Broken Hill



◼ Today, 2 generations later, we have major 

changes:

❑ A clear corporate identity

❑ Ownership of land

❑ Recognition of traditional ownership and 

relationships with miners

❑ Strong political leadership, championing language 

issues

❑ Enthusiastic community participation (10% of DAC 

participating in each workshop)



For the language
⚫ Desire and willingness to learn

⚫ Good resource base – funds, legacy recordings (Austin 

50 hours, Hercus 12 hours, Wilson 2,000 files), grammar, 

dictionary, talented and well-trained community members 

(teachers, health professionals, singer etc.), highly 

experienced teacher-linguist, available linguist who 

worked with previous generations

⚫ Michelle Warren attended RNLD training courses in 

Melbourne – April, September, November 2014

⚫ Language reclamation via face-to-face learning, online 

blog, materials production



Challenges

◼ DAC internal politics

◼ Fluent speakers all old and very shy, good semi-

speakers shy and “expensive”

◼ Issues of planning, processes and flexibility

◼ Lack of staff with back office skills

◼ Monitoring and evaluation lacking

◼ School programme implementation

◼ Availability of teacher-linguist and linguist

◼ …



Carnarvon language situation



Carnarvon language situation

◼ on site survey 1-13 August 2018

◼ Yinggarda (now recognized as ‘traditional owners’ of 

Carnarvon – Yinngarrda Council Aboriginal Corporation 

formed in 2017):

❑ Legacy materials from 1960, 1978-82 mostly from semi-speakers

❑ TAFE lessons and primary school activities in 1981-82

❑ Grammar by Alan Dench 1996; Vocabulary by Peter Austin 1992 

❑ Rememberers in two (unrelated) family groups – 2 hours of 

recordings collected of isolated vocabulary and simple sentences

❑ Draft semantic domains dictionary created to demonstrate 

possibilities (using Toolbox, FLEx and LexiquePro)

❑ Android app to be created on return to London to show potential 

for reclamation or language awareness (using App Maker)



And launching right now …

◼ Online blog: www.yinggarda.org

http://www.yinggarda.org/


Carnarvon language situation

◼ Bayungu (Bayungu Aboriginal Corporation formed in 

1995, purchased Cardabia Station in 1998, Native Title 

around Coral Bay and Cardabia):

❑ Legacy materials from 1960, 1978-86 mostly from fluent speakers

❑ Vocabulary by Peter Austin 1992; expanded by Hazel Cooyou

Walgar at Wangka Maya Aboriginal Language Centre 2007, other 

materials created

❑ Literate and trained semi-speakers in one family group, living on 

their own country

❑ Work with Parks and Wildlife Service to map sites of significance 

and place names; development of Land and Sea Rangers trainee 

group

❑ Identified needs: ranger training, place name mapping, on site 

language camps (reclamation or revitalization?)



Carnarvon language situation

◼ Thalanyji (Burabalanyji Thalanyji Aboriginal Corporation 

formed in 1998, Native Title around Onslow 2008, 

royalties from Chevron Natural Gas Project)

❑ Legacy materials from 1960, 1978-86 mostly from fluent speakers

❑ Vocabulary by Peter Austin 1992; expanded by Trudy Hayes at 

Wangka Maya Aboriginal Language Centre, Ngambunyjarri on 

plants by Shirley Hayes and Ann Hayes, Look, Listen, Say by 

Judy Hayes and Ann Hayes (booklet and DVD)

❑ Literate and trained semi-speakers in one family group, living on 

their own country

❑ Identified needs: place name mapping, on site language camps 

(revitalization), materials development for school, mobile apps

https://www.thalanyji.com.au/about-btac/our-country-our-culture-our-people/


Carnarvon language situation

◼ Tharrgari (Aboriginal Corporation, current discussions 

with Thalanyji and others over Native Title)

❑ Legacy materials from 1960, 1978-86 mostly from fluent speakers

❑ Vocabulary by Peter Austin 1992; draft grammar online

❑ No speakers identified, possibly some rememberers exist

◼ Burduna (Boorduna Aboriginal Corporation, Native Title 

awarded)

❑ Legacy materials from 1960, 1978-82 mostly from fluent speakers

❑ No publications

❑ No speakers identified, unlikely to be any rememberers



Carnarvon language situation

◼ Warriyangga (no Aboriginal Corporation, no Native Title)

❑ Legacy materials from 1960, from one fluent speaker; from 1978-

86 from semi-speakers and rememberers

❑ Vocabulary by Peter Austin 1992; draft grammar online

❑ No speakers identified, unlikely any rememberers exist

◼ Jiwarli (no Aboriginal Corporation, no Native Title)

❑ Legacy materials from 1978-85 from one fluent speaker

❑ Vocabulary by Peter Austin 1992; draft grammar online

❑ No speakers identified, unlikely any rememberers exist



So what did I learn?

◼ My work done over the last 45 years is turning out to be 

valuable and useful in ways that I never imagined at the 

time

◼ The data and analysis could be repurposed for reclamation 

and possible revitalisation, but with care

◼ Trying to understand politics, ideologies and beliefs and 

when they can get in the way is vital

◼ Corporate identities, ownership of land, growing self 

confidence leads to growing interest in language/culture



and …

⚫ The theories promoted by linguists (eg. pidginisation as 

a mechanism for revitalisation, intergenerational 

transmission as paramount) can be rejected by 

community members

⚫ I had to learn to be reflexive and patient, and to leave my 

politics aside and let the participants in the process set 

agendas (eg. about Dieri songs)

⚫ It was incredibly valuable that I had learnt how to speak 

Dieri (and could remember how to!)

⚫ I came to understand that sometimes you fail – people 

were incredibly forgiving and willing to laugh about it and 

move on



and finally … 

◼ There is no magic recipe for collaborating 

with communities on language revitalisation 

or reclamation, just what works



Thank you!

This talk reflects joint work with Julia Sallabank. I would 

also like to acknowledge the input of Lise Dobrin, Anthony 

Jukes, Yan Marquis, David Nathan, Candide Simard, Greg 

Wilson and other colleagues and language community 

members in discussions which informed the development 

of this presentation.

But address all criticisms to me!

Email: pa2@soas.ac.uk
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